
Caution: If not experienced with vehicle wiring we recommend all work should be carried out by a qualified Automotive Electrician.

When fitting the HID kit always observe safe work practices. Please note during operation the HID kit produces high voltages 
that can be dangerous. When working on the HID kit, power must be disconnected at all times.

HID lighting is approved for off-road use only. Please check on your state legislation before fitting to your vehicle.

Before fitting your HID H4 headlight kit please read the enclosed instructions sheet for the part number DLLOAD.  
This will determine if you require the part DLLOAD to complete your installation. DLLOAD is available from your stockist.

Fitting an HID kit to a vehicle:

Layout the main harness as per Photo 1 (see reverse) to familiarise yourself with the components and the design of the 
harness. With the bonnet up and the vehicle switched off, lay out the harness across the radiator and front section of the 
vehicle. Adjust the position of the harness so that all the ends will reach their respective connection and mounting points 
listed below. Do not connect or mount anything until you have checked access to all connection points and have read through 
points 1 to 10. Disconnect the battery before starting work. Once you have read all the points and adjusted the harness to 
reach all components, fit the harness to the vehicle and connect and mount the components as per the list below.

1.  Connect the red wire eyelet to either the battery positive on the alternator, starter motor or battery terminal.

2. Secure the fuse box away from heat and moving parts.

3.  Remove the existing globes and fit the HID Globes. Refit wherever possible any rubber seals or grommets around  
the headlight globes.

4.  Secure the ballast and igniter to the vehicle in a convenient location where they won’t be exposed to excessive heat and shock.

5. Connect the two-pin sealed connectors to the ballast wires.

6. Connect the black earth wires to clean earth point or battery negative.

7. Connect the small black two-pin connectors to the thin red and black wires connected to the HID globes.

8. Connect the single sockets to the larger black and red cables connected to the HID globes.

9. Mount the relay box in a convenient location where it won’t be exposed to excessive heat and shock.

10.  Plug the black socket into the most convenient existing headlight socket. The other headlight socket will remain unused  
on the other side of the vehicle. This is normal. 

Reconnect battery and turn on your headlamps to enjoy the superior performance of Xray HID lighting.

Fitting Instructions for HID H4 Kit: 
35W Part Numbers H460-K12V, H460-K24V, H443-K12V 

50W Part Numbers H460-50K12V, H460-50K24V, H442-50K12V, H442-50K24V
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